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Newfoundland Sealing Industry, 1908–1915
MeLVIN BAKeR
INtRoduCtIoN
The emergence of the Fishermen’s Pro-
tective union (FPu) was one of the 
most significant social and political de-
velopments in early twentieth-century 
Newfoundland. Led by William Coaker, 
(1871-1938), the FPu challenged the 
established economic and political order.1 
one of the FPu’s major objectives was to 
improve the welfare of sealers; sealing 
was an occupation of great importance 
to outport fishermen in those days.2 
Strongly opposed to those efforts were 
many of the merchants, shipowners, and 
sealing captains. In particular, Abram 
Kean (1855-1945), known as “Commo-
dore” of the sealing fleet for his success 
in the annual seal hunts, embodied the 
forces opposed to Coaker and his FPu. 
until the FPu arrived on the political 
scene in 1908, the authority of a sealing 
William F. Coaker, 1913. (Maynard 
Clouter/hilda Chaulk Murray)
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captain like Kean had been supreme. however, by 1915 much had changed 
and the FPu had become a major force in Newfoundland’s political and com-
mercial life.
during the FPu’s time of ascendancy between 1908 and 1915, Kean and 
Coaker clashed publicly many times. Their spats became deeply personal and 
reflected not only opposing philosophies but an almost unrestrained dislike of 
one another. In 1914, that animosity became intensely acute. In that year, New-
foundland experienced two major sealing disasters. The first was when 77 
sealers from the Newfoundland were stranded on the ice and died in a snow-
storm (another one died in hospital at St. John’s). The same storm claimed the 
Southern Cross with a loss of 193 men. The two disasters shocked local society 
and prompted government efforts to improve working and living conditions 
for the men aboard the sealing vessels. Those tragedies also dramatically 
heightened the personal conflict between Kean and Coaker. 
The existing literature on Coaker and the FPu in relation to the sealing 
industry deals generally with the union’s efforts to improve the working and 
living conditions of sealers, but provides little detail on the FPu’s pre-1914 
efforts in this regard and its involvement in lobbying for a commission of 
inquiry into the two disasters. 
There is a brief chapter in Kean’s 
1935 memoir, Old and Young 
Ahead, in which he defends himself 
against Coaker’s criticisms.3 What 
is present in the literature, mainly 
in Cassie Brown’s moving 1972 
book of the Newfoundland disas-
ter, is a brief account of Coaker’s 
moral outrage in 1914 and 1915 in 
laying the blame for the sealing 
tragedies squarely at the feet of 
Kean, despite the findings of judi-
cial inquiries to the contrary. 
This paper provides an over-
view of their spirited, antagonistic 
relationship before the 1914 New-
foundland sealing disasters. It then 
examines how their personal dif-
ferences affected the investigations Abram Kean. (ASC, Coll-115, 16.04.027)
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of what caused the disasters, and the taking of remedial measures to prevent 
future sealing disasters. These investigations in 1914 and 1915 happened 
against a background of considerable legal acrimony between Coaker and 
Kean resulting from Coaker’s claims that Kean was legally responsible for the 
deaths of the sealers of the Newfoundland.
An important archival source in capturing the voices of Kean and Coaker 
on the sealing industry is the contemporary newspapers of the day, all owned 
by competing political interests in a highly charged partisan world. At the time 
they were the main means of informed communication and public informa-
tion. An integral part of this political battle was the letter to the editor section 
of each newspaper in which political antagonists debated public issues. 
Through the press, we can follow the views of both men fighting for public 
opinion and defending their interests. until late 1913, Coaker was also the 
editor of the FPu newspaper, The Fishermen’s Advocate, with an immediate 
forum to take on all who stood in the way of the FPu. Coaker subsequently 
wrote editorials for the newspaper and actively shaped its content policy.4 
Kean, by contrast, had the sympathetic support of newspaper editors opposed 
to the union, notably the Evening Herald and its editor, P.t. McGrath,5 and was 
not shy in writing his own letters to defend himself and attack his foes. It is 
through these media and other archival materials that this paper brings out the 
heated conflicts between these two pillars of opposing interests.
the ANtAGoNIStS
The St. John’s-born Coaker spent much of his adulthood in the herring Neck 
area of Notre dame Bay where he had been a lobster factory manager and 
owner, telegraph operator, and farmer. his twillingate-born father was a car-
penter, sailor, and sealing master-watch with 40 years of sealing at the ice fields 
off Newfoundland’s northeast coast; from him he would have learned of the 
first-hand experiences of a sealer, as he would have from the fishermen-sealers 
among whom he lived.6 From 1888, when he first moved from St. John’s to 
herring Neck, he became interested in the welfare of local fishermen, and in 
1908 he launched the FPu to fight for better political and economic conditions 
for fishermen and sealers.7 In a major speech he gave to fishermen at Joe Batt’s 
Arm, Notre dame Bay, in February 1909, Coaker told them that “man’s true 
destiny is not to be dissatisfied, but to be forever unsatisfied. here we have 
the key to unionism. We will find little comfort from grumbling about past 
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treatment. If we are to improve conditions, we must look forward to the future 
— be forever unsatisfied, always alert for new improvements, for new ideas, 
new methods.”8 The union after 1908 experienced tremendous growth along 
the northeast coast, with 206 local (community) councils and 21,060 members 
by 1914.9 In February 1910 the FPu started its own newspaper, The Fishermen’s 
Advocate, which until late 1913 was a weekly edition published from St. John’s. 
It also had a political wing, the union Party, modelled on the British Labour 
Party and its “balance-of-power” approach whereby one of the two existing 
parties would depend on the support of the union Party for a majority vote in 
the legislature. In May 1910 Coaker declared that the FPu had no “desire to 
govern this country,” but was determined “to see those who do will govern in 
an honest, energetic way.”10 In 1912 it commenced a commercial wing with the 
Fishermen’s union trading Company, an incorporated company to supply 
provisions and fishery supplies to union cash stores established by local councils 
and provided at cost to union members. The company’s rented premises were 
located in the commercial heart of St. John’s and, for members visiting St. 
John’s, the FPu office could easily be found by the large sign painted on the 
building, the words being “FPu office” on a blue background, white letters 
with a red edge.11 Coaker and the FPu threatened the economic sway fish 
merchants held over fishermen and sealers who depended on them for fishery 
supplies and the export of fish to world markets. They also threatened the great 
influence that sealing captains had over fishermen and sealers, who respected 
and feared them because of the importance of the seal fishery in providing cash 
into what otherwise was mainly an outport credit and barter economy.12 Now 
fishermen had one of their own advocating their cause and grievances. opin-
ionated, headstrong, and outspoken, Coaker inevitably would clash with the 
sealing captains and their authority.
Kean was born on Flowers Island, Bonavista Bay, and at age 13 began fish-
ing with his uncle. In 1878 he became captain of his own fishing schooner and 
the following year made his first visit to the seal fishery. In 1889 he captained 
his first sealing vessel, the S.S. Wolf, and established his own fishery supply 
business at Brookfield, Bonavista Bay. From 1885 to 1889 (Bonavista district) 
and 1897 to 1900 (Bay de Verde district), Kean represented the tory party in 
the house of Assembly, serving as Minister of Marine and Fisheries, 1898-99. 
Between 1904 and 1919 he was senior captain for Bowring Brothers, one of 
Newfoundland’s largest fish businesses, which also operated a government 
coastal mail service on Newfoundland’s northeast coast. This position allowed 
him to exert great influence on public opinion through his many contacts in 
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the outports. he commanded Bowring vessels each spring to the seal fishery. 
he was a man of supreme confidence in his seafaring abilities who commanded 
the largest and most powerful vessels at the seal fishery. Although he had a 
reputation as a difficult and hard captain to serve under, many men jumped at 
the opportunity for a berth with Kean because of his established seal-hunting 
skills. his social and political prominence also followed from his activities in 
the Loyal orange Association, in which he served as Grand Master of the 
Lodge from January 1907 to 1911 when that organization expanded rapidly in 
Bonavista and Notre dame bays on the northeast coast; its leaders were closely 
allied to political factions opposed to Robert Bond’s Liberals.13 A fisherman’s 
son who became an outport merchant, Kean was an important ally of the mer-
cantile elite that dominated Newfoundland society and economy in pre-1914 
rural Newfoundland. 
PRe-1914 CLASheS
By late 1910 and 1911 Coaker was a major irritant to the St. John’s business 
community. he advised fishermen not to sell their fish unless at the price he 
recommended and to threaten a strike before the start of a sealing season. to 
those merchants who promised to “injure” the union and “frighten” unionists, 
he warned that “strong doses of medicine” would be administered “to those 
chaps.”14 Supporters of the government were pushing back, too, by publishing 
newspaper articles critical of Coaker’s past that they hoped would embarrass 
him and weaken his reputation in the eyes of his supporters.15 
Kean quickly became one of “those chaps.” A loyal tory, he had sup-
ported edward Morris’s People’s Party, which had won the 1909 election. he 
also was one of Coaker’s earliest critics. Coaker himself had supported Morris 
for a time but by 1911 had become disillusioned with him and sought a polit-
ical accommodation with the Liberal Party led by Sir Robert Bond.16 Kean 
probably knew Coaker from at least 1903 when the latter played a role in the 
expansion of the Loyal orange Association into Bonavista and Notre dame 
bays. Most likely, their paths crossed during Coaker’s travels along the north-
east coast on steamers captained by Kean. on one such trip in January 1911 
Kean said that Coaker gained personally from the FPu and its businesses 
with Coaker being paid “$4,000 for his services to the union this year.” Kean’s 
mail officer also made a number of anti-union remarks, winning the latter a 
stern rebuke from unionist Ab Stratton, who told him to keep to his mail 
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business and not to busy himself about the FPu. Through the Fishermen’s 
Advocate, Coaker condemned the claim as a “deliberate falsehood,” a “black 
lie,” and challenged Kean or anybody else to come forward with evidence to 
the contrary.17 
A story on 19 August 1911 in the anti-FPu newspaper the Daily News 
about Kean’s “good seamanship,” below a picture of Kean in full uniform, sub-
sequently raised Coaker’s ire and gave him the opportunity to respond to Kean, 
who was then the captain of the Bowring Brothers coastal steamer the Pros-
pero. Kean’s “good seamanship” happened on 15 August, according to the Daily 
News, when the Prospero was going to La Scie to land an invalided woman 
from that community. “When the Prospero reached near the harbor, a row 
boat, with two men, approached the ship, and when the steamer was about to 
shape her course for anchorage, the row boat ran right into her bows, and was 
cut down,” the newspaper recounted. The two men clung to the stem of the 
Prospero and “in quick time Capt. Kean had them rescued and taken to the 
deck. The men attributed the happening to the ship’s steering, and claimed 
damages, amounting to the value of the boat. Capt. Kean, while not assuming 
responsibility, decided to pay the amount personally, and the men agreed to 
accept.” At dinner that night aboard the steamer, some American tourists sur-
prised the captain with a purse equal to the amount he had given the two 
men.18 Coaker claimed in the Advocate that Kean’s steamer had run down the 
fishing punt and threw its two occupants into the sea. With their punt broken 
into two, the men demanded from Kean payment of the punt’s value, which he 
immediately paid. This was not the first time Kean’s poor seamanship had been 
on display, Coaker asserted; earlier in the year Kean “ran down some of his 
crew the past Spring at the ice fields. Sent men sprawling in the water although 
he himself was in the barrel. The sufferers told him something that we can’t 
repeat here” at the time.19 Swearing at Kean, a staunch Methodist, would have 
been an act of great disrespect.
Kean replied to Coaker’s “teapot tempest” and “lies, abuse and misrepre-
sentation,” denying that he had run down the La Scie punt and the sealers. 
“While in the act of freeing a boat’s crew from slob ice, in which they had got 
caught, some of the crew of the boat thinking the ship would run into them,” 
he explained, “contrary to my orders left the boat, and ran away on the slob ice 
and fell in, but not one of them gave me a back answer or used language, that 
would be out of place to use in a church, much less in the columns of the . . . 
Advocate.” Kean also denied Coaker’s claim that he had refused to hire union 
fishermen earlier in the year for the seal fishery, claiming he “made no distinction 
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between union or non-union men, in fact at Brookfield, where there is a whole 
nest of union men, and where I select all my crew, every man got his berth as 
he came for it, without any question.”20 Returning fire in the Advocate, Coaker 
claimed that “Kean stood at the door way of Bowring’s office last spring with 
his money bag collecting his sons’ debts, and as the crew of the Florizel were 
paid most of them placed all or part of their earnings in Kean’s money bag to 
pay debts owed Kean’s trade at Brookfield.” Kean’s command of Bowring Brothers’ 
Florizel, and the record sealing catch he made in 1910, had made his head to 
“swell many more inches” but his recent success at the ice was because of the 
powerful Bowring steamer, and with it Kean had no difficulty in finding crew 
members and the seals. Kean had now turned his back on the fishermen from 
whose ranks he had sprung, Coaker asserted, denying he had fired the first 
salvo in this dispute, but that he would “take no further notice of Kean’s scrib-
bling in the papers. We have finished with him.”21
Kean was not finished with his scribbling. In a 19 September 1911 news-
paper letter he observed that “you cannot wrangle with a chimney sweep with-
out being made dirty” and that “God forbid that I should get so low to be put 
on a level with W.F. Coaker.” “From what I heard of him, I thought he was 
fairly intelligent,” but “his best place is the Lunatic Asylum.” Kean acknow-
ledged collecting the debts for his sons from sealers at Bowring’s office, but 
denied having had a policeman force some of the men to pay and having started 
the dispute with Coaker. he wrote it would not be “nautical etiquette, to call 
Coaker a liar,” but “if I saw Coaker coming down the street with Ananias on 
one side and Sapphira on the other, I should then conclude that Coaker was in 
the bosum of his family. I challenge him to prove that ever I made such a state-
ment” concerning Coaker’s remuneration from the FPu. Kean said Coaker 
had no self-respect to throw such slander at him, and mocked Coaker and 
some of his “deluded followers” who have said Coaker was “divinely sent as was 
Moses and Joshua, to lead the poor down-trodden fishermen of this country 
out of bondage and oppression into the land of liberty and promise. But, sir, a 
glance at the character of these ancient men of old, and you will see there is no 
comparison between them. Moses was the meekest man in all the earth. Coaker 
is the greatest boaster.”22
In 1909 Coaker had proposed a new way of dealing with the seal fishery that 
would take the competitiveness out of it and make the merchants and their sealing 
vessel captains equal partners with sealers in the hunt. his proposal was a more 
organized approach to the seal hunt, and consisted of an operating combine of 10 
steamers all fitted with wireless telegraphy for improved communications and 
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placed under the control of a commodore of the fleet. The proceeds of the whole 
voyage would be put into one pool with the masters, officers, and crews sharing 
alike. At the beginning of the voyage, the commodore would give each ship a 
certain course so that the whole sealing grounds would be covered by the 
steamers. When one of the ships found a seal patch, the other ships would be 
informed by wireless telegraph and all would then participate in the hunt 
together. This approach would allow for a more economical hunt and prevent the 
stealing of pans. he also allowed for conservation measures: “we will insist on 
absolute cessation from sealing every tenth year, in order to let the seal herd 
accumulate.”23 Coaker’s ideal situation aside, by contrast, the seal fishery by 1914 
operated on a share arrangement with shipowners receiving a two-thirds share 
and sealers a one-third share based on the value of each seal pelt. For captains, 
their pay was 4 per cent of the gross value of the voyage paid out of the owners’ 
share.24 Moreover, a berth to the ice was a much valued and sought after com-
modity giving fishermen an opportunity to earn cash while giving sealing captains 
great power in the selection of crew members, with many captains coming from 
the outports of Bonavista Bay where FPu membership was strong but where the 
sealing captains held an exalted status.
At the FPu annual convention held at Greenspond on 27-30 November 
1911, delegates approved several recommendations concerning the seal fishery. 
These were improved sleeping accommodations, a better diet, a prohibition for 
cooks doing non-cooking duties, a room to be fitted on each ship for use as a 
hospital, that firearms be prohibited in the prosecution of the seal fishery, and 
that the panning of seals (the practice whereby sealers gathered seal pelts into 
a pile and put the ship’s flag on them so that the vessel could later pick them up) 
be prohibited. The FPu also wanted the owners of the large steam vessels to 
transport outport sealers to their homes as soon as possible after discharging 
so that they could return quickly to prepare themselves for the cod fishery. 
other demands were that the owners of steamers should guarantee crews a 
prospective share of seals and that the cost of insurance be deducted from the 
proceeds of the voyage. Finally, the union wanted the price of fat determined 
by the steamer and the FPu before sailing.25 In short, Coaker promised union-
ists that “men in future engaged prosecuting this industry must be treated as 
humans, and must be paid well.”26 on 9 January 1912 he negotiated with the 
representatives of steam vessel owners interested in the seal fishery and reached 
agreement based on the above proposals with the representatives of Job Brothers 
& Co. Ltd., Bowring Bros. Ltd., and A. harvey & Co., the owners of the major 
steel steamers. The agreement included the fixing of a price for the 1912 season 
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of $4.50 per hundredweight. Coaker was unable to convince them to prohibit 
the panning of seals, provide transportation for sealers to their hometowns, 
and not charge sealers for damaged seal skins.27
The practice of convening a public meeting of sealers in St. John’s prior to 
their departure from port had begun in March 1908 when edward Morris 
announced the formation of his People’s Party.28 As Prime Minister, Morris 
used these meetings to enable sealers to have a discussion of public affairs.29 In 
1912 Coaker flexed the growing political muscle of the union by confronting 
the political and business elite of Newfoundland with a sealers’ meeting of his 
own in St. John’s. on the night of 12 March, according to an article in the Lib-
eral newspaper Evening Herald, the FPu paraded with about 1,000 people 
dressed in their fishermen’s garb of “skin boots, rough coats and sweaters.” At 
the front of the procession through the city’s main commercial street, Water 
Street, were “two stalwart six-footers, ‘fishermen to the manor born,’ holding in 
their hands, a port and starboard light, evidences of their arduous and danger-
ous avocation. Spanning the street and upheld on either side by two other types 
of the same hardy race was a banner with the legend emblazoned thereon, 
‘Success to the union Political Party.’”30 
The reaction of the opposition press was predictable, playing down its sig-
nificant size and political impact. The Daily News reported that Coaker called 
Bond and Morris “has beens” and challenged Abram Kean’s reputation as the 
sealers’ friend. The newspaper said that when a sealer asked Coaker a question 
Coaker told him to “shut your — gab, or you’ll get fired out over the heads of 
the people to the door.” It quoted him as calling those who refused to join the 
union “cowards,” and stated that by the time the meeting closed only about 
half of the 700 members had remained.”31 Coaker immediately refuted his 
critics, denying having made any “disparaging remark about Capt. Kean,”32 and 
the following day he dealt with the “lying reports” in the opposition press, 
denying having called Bond and Morris “has beens.” he defended Bond’s 
political credibility and reputation and his ability to retake the government at 
the next general election and suggested that the FPu would be willing to ally 
with Bond to do so.33
dueling sealers’ meeting contests took place on 13 March. Coaker’s meeting 
had 600 sealers in attendance with unionists unanimously condemning the 
Daily News and the Evening Chronicle for their “untruthful” articles about the 
FPu’s 12 March meeting.34 At Morris’s annual sealers’ meeting, reputedly with 
over 2,000 sealers in attendance, Kean “tore the Coaker agreement . . . to rags.” 
Kean had been a prominent speaker at Morris’s past annual meetings; in 1909 he 
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told sealers he was “not in politics” and was “no partisan” while welcoming the 
opportunity to address “his friends, the sealers.” In 1911 he chaired the meeting, 
and in 1912 he took a lead role in criticizing the FPu.35 Kean asserted that many 
of the improvements claimed by Coaker had already been implemented over the 
past two years by the merchants and the sealing captains, and other provisions 
would be a disadvantage to sealers. Prohibiting the cooks from performing any 
work other than cooking, Kean said, would mean that in his case, as he employed 
four cooks, there would be an extra thousand seals not taken and a financial loss 
for both the ship and the crew (and himself). he asserted it was stupid of Coaker 
not to have the sealing agreement include the ships owned by John Crosbie36 and 
praised Crosbie for not signing. Kean referred to Coaker’s final absurdity of 
fixing the price of seal oil fat at $4.50 per quintal, which thereby prevented 
sealers from being able to get a higher price.37 Crosbie had refused to sign the 
agreement because he had little faith that his fellow merchants would actually 
live up to their side of the agreement.38 Some sealers and FPu critics blamed the 
subsequent poor seal fishery in 1912 on Coaker having “jinked it.” Coaker had 
the date delayed by two days for when wooden ships left port and three days for 
when steel ships left St. John’s. except for Crosbie’s Fogota, all had thus missed 
the main patch of seals. John Crosbie had sent the Fogota on Monday 11 March,39 
the regular date, and had done well with his ship returning to port with a bumper 
trip40 and paid the sealers a higher price for the young seal fat. For 1912, the 
season’s total was 175,000 seals valued at $330,000 as compared to the 1911 totals 
of 338,348 seals valued at $628,000.41
The union’s second annual sealers’ meeting, in 1913 in St. John’s, was 
more successful than the inaugural one. About 3,000 people turned out for the 
Sealers’ Parade on 12 March. That night, sealers and their supporters carrying 
torchlights lined up in a procession in ranks three, four, and five deep led by a 
“fine able sealer clad in oil skins and a sou’wester, bearing the flag of the 
union.” The Morris government held its sixth annual sealers’ meeting on 13 
March, but had, Coaker claimed, only about 100 sealers present while the Lib-
eral Evening telegram said it was only a meeting of “his heelers” and “in no 
sense could it be termed a sealers meeting.”42 Captain Kean spoke and con-
demned the 1912 sealing agreement for the policy of fixing a price before sailing, 
which, he said, was “absurd” and “ridiculous” as it put all the risk of the success 
of the hunt on the owners.43 
The upcoming general election was very much in the minds of leaders of 
both sealers’ meetings. held on 30 october 1913, the Morris government won 
re-election against a coalition opposition consisting of the Liberal Party led by 
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former Premier Sir Robert Bond and the union Party led by Coaker. Coaker’s 
union Party won eight seats (Coaker won in Bonavista district) to seven for 
Bond’s Liberals, some of whom, however, owed their success to FPu support. 
Bond resigned as Liberal leader rather than continue leadership of a dimin-
ished Liberal Party in the Assembly. he also made clear his great revulsion for 
the FPu, disagreeing with the FPu desire to dominate local politics.44 In refut-
ing Bond’s reasons for resigning in January 1914 from the legislature, Coaker 
told union members that he might call a general strike of sealers for higher 
wages prior to the 13 March 1914 departure date of vessels for the seal fishery.45 
The threat of a strike probably worked to his advantage in his efforts to im-
prove working and living conditions for sealers. Coaker introduced a sealing 
bill in the house on 29 January, having first consulted the owners of the sealing 
vessels on the matter.46 The bill essentially embodied the principles of the 1912 
Sealing Agreement. The bill’s movement through the house was slow and 
members in the Assembly and the Legislative Council were lobbied with objec-
tions to the bill from Kean, whom The Fishermen’s Advocate derisively called a 
professional lobbyist, noting that the FPu reforms would change the way Kean 
and other sealing captains ran the seal fishery in a tight-fisted manner.47 on 4 
March Kean flexed his authority as the leading sealing captain in Newfound-
land by taking a group of 12 sealing captains to Government house to protest 
the bill, especially the section defining the duties of cooks. however, as Gov-
ernor Sir Walter edward davidson confided in his diary that day, the captains 
only “groused at the theoretical interference with their supreme control, and 
the interference does not amount to anything.”48 Thus, despite Kean’s objec-
tions, the bill became law, but only after the 1914 sealing season had begun.49 
the 1914 NeWFouNdLANd SeALING dISASteRS ANd RePoRtS
In the Newfoundland disaster of 31 March to 2 April, the wooden steamer 
Newfoundland was under the command of Westbury Kean, 29-year-old son of 
Abram, who was in the largest steel steamer at the ice, the Stephano owned by 
Bowring Brothers. his brother Joseph commanded the second-largest steel 
steamer, the Florizel. The Newfoundland had its wireless removed. The owners, 
A. harvey & Co, could not justify the cost of the equipment and operator 
because of the ship’s past poor sealing record. As a government inquiry later 
noted, wireless at this time was regarded only as a means for captains to trans-
mit to each other information on where the herds of seals were to be found.50 
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Its removal proved critical as Westbury Kean would be unable to contact other 
vessels. The Newfoundland had taken few seals and Westbury had informed his 
brother of his bad luck when his ship had come alongside the Florizel. Joseph 
passed this news on to their father, who was having some success. on the mor-
ning of tuesday 31 March Westbury sent his crew on the ice towards the 
Stephano, a distance of between five and seven miles, where they would take 
orders from his father. Leaving at 7 a.m. the men, except for 34 who returned 
to the Newfoundland because they believed a storm was coming, reached the 
Stephano at 11:20 a.m. Those 132 men had a dinner of tea and hard bread after 
which Abram ordered them to the ice at 11:50 a.m. to kill a patch of seals and 
return to their own ship. Led by their master watch, George tuff, the men 
began harvesting seals but the storm that was brewing became worse. tuff 
ordered the sealers to return to their ship although they could not see it and 
were unsure where they were. Back at the Newfoundland, as the storm 
worsened, Westbury Kean assumed that his men were aboard one of the two 
steel steamers. The result was tragic. The men spent the afternoon and night on 
the ice in a raging blizzard, then a rainstorm, and finally another snowstorm. 
When the storm had died down by the following Wednesday morning, nobody 
looked for the men. Westbury assumed they were on the Stephano and, with no 
wireless, he could not contact the other ships. Those who had not already per-
ished spent another night on the ice in bitterly cold weather. The next morning, 
some survivors slowly found their way to the Newfoundland and Westbury 
Kean raised a distress signal that was seen by the Stephano, which sent men to 
the Newfoundland to determine what the problem was. Along with the Florizel 
and the Bellaventure, the Stephano spent the rest of the day recovering the dead 
and survivors.51 Seventy-seven of the 132 men died on the ice and another one 
later died in hospital.
The same storm also caused the Southern Cross tragedy, the worst in New-
foundland’s sealing history, which was the disappearance of the steel steamer 
captained by George Clarke, who was rushing from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to 
claim the prize of the first arrival in St. John’s from the ice. The steamer had a 
full load and on 31 March the coastal steamer Portia, near St. Mary’s Bay, 
reported the Southern Cross as going in the direction of Cape Race. The Southern 
Cross was never seen or heard from again.52 
With Prime Minister Morris out of the country in england on public busi-
ness, the government’s response fell to Colonial Secretary John Bennett and 
Finance Minister Michael Cashin, who were advised by P.t. McGrath, a close 
Morris confidant and newspaper editor. Bennett immediately convened an 
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emergency meeting of the executive Council and appointed a committee to han-
dle matters in looking after both the living and dead once the Bellaventure arrived 
in port with the sealers from the Newfoundland.53 on 6 April Minister of Justice 
Richard Squires appointed Magistrate Arthur Knight to conduct a judicial inquiry 
into the Newfoundland disaster so that survivors of the disaster could be inter-
viewed in St. John’s before returning to their homes in the outports.54
Knight commenced his investigation on 7 April, with lawyers A.B. Morine 
(the FPu lawyer) and William Lloyd (Liberal MhA and editor of the Evening 
telegram) on behalf of the FPu representing some of the sealers from the New-
foundland.55 The inquiry’s primary object was “the collection and selection of 
such evidence as may point to criminal liability on the part of any person or 
persons whose position made them responsible for the safety of such men of 
the crew as died.”56 Providing testimony at the public inquiry were Captains 
Westbury Kean and Abram Kean, sealers from the Newfoundland and the 
Stephano, and Marconi wireless operators from several steamers at the ice. 
Knight ended his investigation on 30 April. The proceedings were published 
daily in the local press. Coaker considered the investigation “superficial” because 
“scores of questions yet remain to be put and answered” and stated that “some-
one blundered” and “very few believe that this calamity is the Will of God” as 
the men’s lives had been sacrificed to negligence.57 
Writing to Morris on 16 April, his adviser, P.t. McGrath, noted that Coaker 
was “making a great crusade against the Government, the merchants who own 
sealing steamers, and Capt. Kean and his son.” Yet, on Coaker’s criticisms of 
some of the sealing ships, McGrath acknowledged that “such is the case, and 
that some of the sealing vessels, the Southern Cross amongst others, were 
known to be in poor seaworthy condition.”58 With an intimate knowledge of 
what the sealers felt and knew about the Newfoundland disaster, Coaker saw 
no need to await the findings of the Knight inquiry before going public. he 
criticized the Keans and urged immediate reforms in the seal fishery to prevent 
future tragedies, reforms for which he had been calling for several years.
on 13 April Coaker, who according to McGrath, in writing to Morris, had 
“raised Cain” in the past few days59 in the FPu press, called on Acting Premier 
John Bennett to appoint a commission of inquiry into the two sealing disasters. 
While acknowledging that “no one believes that anyone in the recent disaster 
gave an order that entailed risks to life,” Coaker asserted that “nine-tenths of the 
sealers engaged in the hunt the past spring feel sure that sufficient precautions 
were not taken to safeguard the lives of the men which was the result of want of 
thought.” Coaker said that Captain Wes Kean should “have known no rest that 
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tuesday night until certain about the whereabouts of his men” and “he did 
nothing and imagined all was right until he neared the Stephano on Thursday 
morning. In every other respect he is blameless, but he can’t be exonerated from 
this serious omission of having taken no steps to make absolutely certain the 
whereabouts of his men that tuesday night.” As for “Capt. Ab. Kean he seriously 
erred in not holding the men on board his ship when the weather had set in 
while the men were on board” and should have made “absolutely sure of the 
whereabouts of the men whom he had placed on the ice that afternoon, who 
had been overtaken by the blizzard, instead of proceeding to take panned seals 
on board.” Kean also “erred in not reporting the incident to all the other ships. 
herein lay the cause of the loss of life.” According to Coaker, the three steel 
steamers in the area would have been able to search for the Newfoundland crew 
on the ice and the sounds of the whistles from the steamers “would have so 
encouraged the weary as to prevent the loss of one life.” These facts “can’t be 
gainsaid,” he wrote, and “to charge either captain with serious wrongdoing will 
accomplish no purpose; but a serious error in judgment on the part of both has 
had a terrible result, and cannot be permitted to pass with impunity” because of 
Abram Kean’s “large experience.” Coaker noted that over the years Kean had 
“men missing on the ice as long as three nights in succession, and not a small 
number either and they escaped solely because the weather held clear.” The seal-
ers were dependent on him to “protect their interests, and whether pleasing or 
displeasing to me or to anyone,” he had a “duty to perform on their behalf.”60
Abram Kean testified at the Knight inquiry on 13 and 14 April. Immedi-
ately an intense public debate broke out over Kean’s responsibility for the dis-
aster. McGrath wrote in a letter to Morris on 14 April that a “scapegoat had to 
be found, and he is conveniently provided in the form of Abraham [sic] Kean, 
who, to do him justice, was not alone trying to get a load of seals for himself, 
but also for his son and who is now paying the penalty.”61 At the same time 
Kean was giving his testimony, an article by a Newfoundland correspondent 
appeared in the Montreal Daily Star that quoted survivors as placing blame for 
the disaster on him. Such charges “I don’t think I need worry over,” he wrote in 
a letter in the Evening Herald on 14 April, as “they can be so easily contradicted 
both by my own crew” and by the sworn testimony of the survivors at the inquiry. 
he took great exception to Coaker’s claim of leaving men on the ice during his 
sealing career and said, “I am prepared to declare on oath that during the 26 
years I have been master of a steamer and two years master of a sailing vessel I 
have never had a man all night on ice except on two occasions, when, in both 
instances, I had placed boats on the ice, and sails for tents, and plenty of coal 
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and food and kettles and cooks, and they were never longer that one night at a 
time.” Coaker was a “man so lost to all sense of common decency as to make a 
barefaced charge of that kind against me needs no words of mine to show what 
reliance can be placed on such a character.” Coaker made his charge while 
Kean was giving testimony to the Knight inquiry and, if he had wanted infor-
mation, Kean wrote, all Coaker had to do was to have Lloyd question him on 
such matters.62
Coaker responded the next day in the press about Kean having left men on 
the ice in the past for three nights in succession. “That information was given 
me in the preference [sic] of many witnesses,” Coaker wrote:
by a man who was one of the number of the Wolf’s crew who were 
three nights on the ice in succession. My informant now intimates 
that the actual time was two nights and three days. At that time Captain 
Kean picked up seventeen thousand seals while the men were on the 
ice, and instead of seeking his missing men he continued picking up 
seals and the last night the men were out he stated on board that they 
would have to look after themselves for if he went on to take in the 
men that night he would pass out of the patch of seals then surround-
ing him and may never see them again, so palling the chief engineer 
ordered him to burn her down.
Some of the men “became ice blind while out on that occasion and their sight 
was restored again before they reached the ship. I have no doubt but what some 
of the men who suffered then will publicly reply to Capt. Kean’s remarks.” 
Coaker could “inform Capt. Kean that hundreds of men who sailed under him 
consider him the hardest and most regardless master they ever sailed with.” 
Coaker had interviewed all the survivors who were recuperating at the General 
hospital and they “all point blank lay the blame for their suffering to Capt. 
Kean’s lack of good judgment and common sense in sending them away from 
his ship at a time when they say they would not drive a dog out of doors.” If 
given a choice, Coaker said that not ten of the 120 men who had left the Steph-
ano would have gone if they had a choice and “some of them actually intended 
to stowaway when they heard the order to get on the ice. An officer of the 
Stephano went through the ship crying out that if any of the crew of the New-
foundland were there to get out on the ice.” The men blamed Kean and tuff, the 
master watch, for the whole trouble — “the universal cry of the men at the 
hospital” — and “one of them recently told Capt. Kean’s daughter that he 
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blamed her father for the loss of the men and said he ought to be hanged. Will 
the Capt. deny that?” Coaker concluded that he could “fill a book with the 
sealing actions of Capt. Kean that would open the eyes of the people to goings 
on, that would surprise every reasonable man,” and that the “universal opin-
ion” was that Kean “should never again be permitted to sail for the ice floe as 
master of a steamer.”63 The FPu newspaper noted that it had received a letter 
from one of the sealers who was out on the ice for two nights and three days 
under Kean in the Wolf and would publish it the following day, which it did. 
“S.t.” told readers of his experience on the ice and wrote that “I never sailed 
with a man who so little regarded his men on ice or in coming on board of the 
ship. Many a time I risked my life in boarding ships since Captain Kean com-
manded steel ships.”64
Kean replied in the Evening Herald to Coaker’s latest letter by noting that 
“there is an old saying that a man that is born to be drowned will never be 
hanged. I have no desire that my end shall be brought about in either way, but 
of the two I would prefer to drown. After Mr. Coaker’s latest attack in the Daily 
Mail of this date I never expect to be hanged, and if I can escape drowning the 
probabilities are I shall die a natural death.” Kean noted that a friend of his used 
to say that “the devil was a fool, as well as a liar,” and declared that “Coaker’s 
latest proves the truth of that statement.” he refuted the claims against him of 
having left men from the Wolf on the ice in 1894, about the Newfoundland men 
not getting a dinner on the Stephano, whose cooks were all union men from 
the Brookfield council, and wrote that his daughter denied Coaker’s claim that 
one of the sealers told her that her father was responsible for the loss of the 
men. She believed that Coaker “ought to be hanged for making the statement.”65 
After dealing with Coaker’s informant concerning the Wolf incident, Kean said 
he would refrain from further comment to Coaker’s letters on the matter.
Coaker replied to Kean’s “two columns of rif raf ” quickly, saying that 
“S.t.’s” letter about the Wolf incident was the “utterings of a man who endured 
bitter sufferings owing to Capt. Kean’s inhumanity” and that “while New-
foundland remains Capt. Kean will be known as the man that could have averted 
the massacre of 77 of his Countrymen but failed because he refused to make 
the effort.”66 Mark Sheppard, a St. John’s sealer who had been at the hunt aboard 
Kean’s Stephano, joined the press fray, saying that he was the one who was 
“logged” by Kean, who had mentioned at the inquiry that he had done so because 
Sheppard had used offensive language against him with no defence for doing 
so. Kean said that Sheppard had defied a work order from him. Sheppard gave 
his explanation for not doing so as “You’ll get my defence in the court house, 
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sir.” he told Kean not that he wouldn’t work but “I can’t very well work after 
what I’ve seen of this disaster through neglect and I don’t think you competent 
to look after me.”67 
Kean once more defended himself against public accusations of his indif-
ferent behaviour towards sealers in the Wolf and other incidents, including the 
Sheppard letter. In the Evening Herald, Kean wrote that “another champion has 
appeared on the scene” in connection with the Newfoundland disaster, “but 
although signing himself a Sheppard, is really a wolf in sheep’s clothing.” Kean 
said that “there is an old saying that a truth which is only half a truth is the very 
worst of lies,” as Sheppard had told only half the truth concerning his “dis-
graceful conduct” aboard the Stephano on 6 April. “Like his master, Coaker,” 
Sheppard “appears to be possessed of a very poor memory” and “as regards 
anything he can say hurting me, he is known too well, and so am I; and as he is 
not worth any more space on, I leave him to the tender mercies of his friend.”68 
Kean also replied to the Wolf incident allegation, expressing his disappoint-
ment that Coaker’s informant never gave his own name but chose to “shelter 
behind a name-de-plume.” Kean could only remember one name from the 
Wolf with the initials “S.t.” and “a few years afterwards he went off his head and 
was put in a straight jacket, and when I read this letter I thought he was getting 
another fit of insanity or he must have thought everyone else was.” Kean refuted 
“S.t.’s” charges with written evidence from other sealers who had been present 
at the time of the Wolf incident.69 Sheppard and “S.t.” each replied to Kean in 
the Daily Mail (the FPu daily newspaper) on 21 April. Sheppard asserted that 
he told only half he knew and felt this was “sufficient to cure the Kean disease.” 
Sheppard said that he had asked Garland Galton, the officer in charge, to search 
for the Newfoundland crew to help save their lives and Kean in turn was ada-
mant that he would not be dictated to. As for “S.t.,” he repeated his claims 
while denying the statements made on behalf of Kean’s “heelers.”70
Coaker’s call for a commission to examine the seal fishery was having its 
effect on the government, McGrath wrote Morris in a letter on 20 April.71 Con-
cerning Coaker’s 23 April written request for a commission of inquiry, Bennett 
responded that Knight’s inquiry “has been the fullest and most complete enquiry” 
and that the “entire evidence, with the investigating Magistrate’s report thereon, 
will be submitted to a Commission of enquiry to be appointed by the Governor 
in Council.” This commission would have “full powers” to take additional evi-
dence and make the “most exhaustive enquiry and examination into the facts in 
connection with both the S.S. Newfoundland and Southern Cross disasters, and 
generally into the whole question of the sealing industry. The Government will 
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spare no effort so that the investigation may be thorough, with a view to taking 
such steps as may prevent a repetition of the terrible tragedy of 1914.” The com-
mission would report to the government as soon as possible and “draft a bill for 
submission to the next session of the Legislature so that the lives and welfare of 
our sealers may be fully protected.”72 
Coaker’s indignant newspaper articles about Abram Kean also generated 
several libel suits. on 22 April Kean brought a charge of libel against the Daily 
Mail and Coaker “because of a question asked by a correspondent ‘S.t.’ about 
some beef and pork matters alleged with the Wolf many years ago.”73 In this 
suit, Kean claimed damages for $10,000. Kean made a second charge of libel 
against the FPu newspaper on 27 April for alleged defamatory references in a 
letter published in that newspaper concerning the evidence of the Florizel’s 
wireless operator, P.J. Barkley, where he stated the message he sent to Abram 
Kean included the words “and the Newfoundland’s.” under oath Kean had stated 
the message was “you look after our men and I will take care of yours.”74
“A wave of excitement swept over the city,” the FPu newspaper com-
mented on 27 April, so pleased were Coaker and his supporters over their “per-
sistent fight,” which had obtained a “notable victory.”75 Still not fully satisfied, 
Coaker called for the commission’s immediate appointment rather than wait 
for the completion of Knight’s inquiry and suggested that Bennett “should lay 
the names of nominees before the President of the FPu before officially ap-
pointing them in order to secure the approval of the FPu and thereby ensure 
complete confidence in the work of the Commission.”76 Knight completed his 
inquiry on 30 April and submitted his report to Minister of Justice and Attorney 
General Squires on 26 May 1914. The government had it published the follow-
ing day in the local press.77
In his report, Knight assigned no criminal liability to anybody. George tuff 
had legal responsibility for the movement of the Newfoundland men and “Cap-
tain Abraham [sic] Kean assumed no legal responsibility respecting these men.” 
Both tuff and Abram Kean erred in their judgement that the weather would not 
be bad when the Newfoundland men left the Stephano. Knight believed, on the 
evidence, that the Stephano put the men on the ice closer to their ship than 
when she did pick them up. Not “too much evidence should in my opinion be 
given to the evidence of Patrick J. Barkley, operator on the S.S. Florizel,” Knight 
wrote, “as to the message that was sent by Captain Joseph Kean to the Stephano, 
and in which he says Captain Joseph Kean asked Captain Abraham [sic] to look 
out for his men ‘and the Newfoundland’s.’ The manner of giving his testimony 
— everything practically dragged from him except this one little bit which came 
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voluntarily and with apparent feeling — indicated to me, and, I venture to assert 
to all who heard it, that he was prejudiced from some cause or another.” While 
tuff “may have erred in his judgment,” Knight wrote, the “fact remains that he 
took all the risks and shared all the terrible hardships with his fellows.”78 Knight 
indicated that there were several other errors of judgement by individuals 
involved in the Newfoundland disaster. one was the fatal decision to remove the 
wireless from the Newfoundland. Another was that Westbury Kean should not 
have assumed that his crew was safely aboard another vessel but should have 
kept his ship’s whistle constantly blowing. The FPu newspaper’s editor, dr. harris 
Mosdell, observed that “Knight labored incessantly to whitewash Abram Kean, 
even to such an extent as to be ridiculous. It contains nothing of importance.” 
The report made “George tuff the Black Sheep, and even attempts to show that 
the Florizel’s operator lied when he said Joe Kean’s message did contain the 
words — ‘and the Newfoundland’s’ — but the public will place its own con-
struction on the Judge’s indiscreet references about Barkley and who they will 
believe.” Now that the “dummy report” had been released, the newspaper called 
for the immediate appointment of a full commission of inquiry, stating that the 
public will not “rest until three good men, possessing the confidence of the toil-
ers, are at work ascertaining what was responsible for the slaughter of seventy-
eight Sons of terra Nova, and what may be done to prevent such catastrophes.” 
The FPu would “not allow the crime of slaying . . . to go unavenged” and pro-
claimed that it “will arouse the Country from end to end over this matter until 
Right prevails.”79
With Morris back in the country, the Prime Minister’s absence could no 
longer be used as an explanation for inaction on a commission of inquiry.80 
Writing to the Colonial office on 9 June, Governor davidson commented that 
the “Inquest proceedings elicited interesting evidence but did not lead to any 
conclusions other than a formal verdict.” he noted that the government was 
contemplating the appointment of a commission consisting of Supreme Court 
Justice George Johnson, a local naval officer (Commander Anthony Mac-
dermott, captain of the hMS Calypso), Liberal leader James Kent, and two 
retired sealing captains, henry dawe (Bay Roberts) and William Bartlett 
(Brigus).81 Further delay would be the result of internal government discus-
sions concerning the statute under which the commission would be appointed 
and the scope of its mandate.82
Following Britain’s declaration of war against Germany on 4 August 1914, 
the Newfoundland legislature convened a special war session on 2 September to 
deal with Newfoundland’s support for Britain. Coaker’s support for government 
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measures in this regard was affected by his disdain for the government because 
of his outrage about the sealing disasters. Like most local public figures, Coaker 
thought the war would be of short duration and was preoccupied with domestic 
matters, mainly union business. The special session allowed the government to 
amend the Public enquiries Act to provide for a special inquiry into the two 
sealing disasters. on 2 November 1914 the government appointed Chief Justice 
William horwood and Judges George emerson and George Johnson.83 The FPu 
demand for inclusion on the commission of inquiry was denied. The commis-
sion was to inquire into and report on the circumstances attending the death of 
members of the crew of the Newfoundland and the Southern Cross; “the manner 
of prosecuting the seal fishery; and the provisions made for conserving the 
health, comfort and safety of persons engaged therein so as to ascertain the 
causes which have contributed to the above disasters and which may possibly 
contribute to the causing of others in the future; and to suggest such remedial 
measures as may be desirable to render similar disasters unlikely hereafter.” 
Coaker was not satisfied with this approach. one legal person was necessary, the 
union newspaper noted on the Commission’s appointment, but not three. It 
should consist of three men, who would be a leading legal man, a qualified 
shipbuilder, and a qualified sealer.84 Another concern the union had, as the FPu 
paper explained on 21 November, was that several libel suits dealing with remarks 
made about the sealing captains and sealing ships were before the courts, and 
how litigants could “submit with confidence to trials by judges who are sitting as 
commissioners in a public inquiry about the same matters, and who in the latter 
capacity are to be the jury as well as the judges. No better illustration could be 
afforded of the impropriety of the judges acting on the Commission.”85 Governor 
davidson noted Coaker’s strong opposition to the inquiry in his diary entry for 
5 december, stating that Coaker had no confidence in the judges and would not 
appear.86 The Commission began its hearings on 30 November and closed in 
February 1915, calling a total of 52 witnesses, many of whom had appeared at 
the Knight magisterial inquiry. Attorney General Squires conducted the inves-
tigation for the government while William Lloyd appeared before the Commis-
sion at the request of the government on behalf of the relatives of the victims of 
the sealing disasters. 
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Coaker’s outrage towards Kean also involved mobilizing the FPu membership 
to his stand. At the 1914 annual convention held at Catalina, the FPu passed a 
resolution calling on the house of Assembly to “prohibit Abraham [sic] Kean 
from ever again sailing from any port in Newfoundland as the master of a 
ship.” The convention also empowered the union president to “take any steps 
he may deem necessary, even to organize a strike, should Bowring Bros. so 
defy public opinion as to attempt to place Abraham [sic] Kean in command of 
one of the ships cleared by them for the seal fishery or coastal service.”87 Coaker 
then met with the managing partners of Bowring Brothers, John Munn and 
eric Bowring. Both men evidently took the resolutions “lightly” and con-
sidered it of “little importance,” but they told Coaker the Stephano (Kean’s 
vessel) probably would not be engaged in the forthcoming spring seal fishery. 
Coaker wrote Munn and Bowring on 11 January 1915, asking whether the firm 
intended to give Kean command of a sealing steamer the coming spring. he 
wrote because Kean had been recently involved in engaging a crew for the seal 
fishery and that every sealer engaged by Kean had to sign an agreement that he 
would stand by Kean in the “event of a strike or mob.” If the firm were to give 
Kean a command, then the FPu “will use all its influence and strength to pre-
vent Capt. Kean from sailing as Commander of a Sealing Steamer during the 
coming Spring.” Coaker further laid “upon your shoulders the responsibility 
for anything which may happen as a result of your decision to defy the FPu’s 
request laid before you by me personally and repeated in this communication.” 
Coaker told them that he would:
stand by any resolution which the men may make, and if that resolu-
tion be to take Captain Abraham [sic] Kean by force from one of your 
ships, I intend to lead the men in that act. Any trouble in this matter 
will be a national calamity and upon you will rest the responsibility 
for if anything does happen, it will be only because of your determi-
nation to defy the people and back up a man who is chiefly responsi-
ble for the death of the seventy-eight of the crew which sailed last 
March in the Newfoundland.88 
Governor davidson observed in his diary that Morris told him that when the 
sealers congregate in St. John’s in early March, Coaker “may feel himself bound 
to carry out his threat . . . and it is possible that some of these men may be led 
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into an attack on the property of Messrs. Bowring Brothers or into a personal 
attack on Capt. A. Kean.” however, the governor inclined “to the opinion that 
the incident will pass off without violence. I understand that the most promin-
ent of the opposition members in the house of Assembly will exercise such 
influence as they may possess on the side of law and order.”89
Munn replied to Coaker the following day, saying that “we have sent your 
communication to our head office, Messrs. C.t. Bowring & Co, Ltd., Liver-
pool.” on 13 January FPu Secretary William halfyard wrote Munn requesting 
that the managing owners at Liverpool cable the union directly with their 
answer, if necessary at the union’s expense. With no reply forthcoming, Coaker 
cabled the Liverpool managing directors on 10 February. A reply came the 
following day: “Reply your cable decided withdraw Stephano also Kean this 
season’s sealing voyage.” to which Coaker replied that same day, 11 February: 
“Thanks will show appreciation your important decision.”90 Coaker thus con-
sidered the Kean matter settled and soon published this information in the 
FPu newspaper. In the meantime, his libel case with Kean had been set for trial 
on 12 February 1915.
Kean’s libel cases against Coaker were slowly working their way through 
the legal process. With the case scheduled for 1 February 1915 before Chief 
Justice horwood, Kean’s lawyer, Martin Furlong, asked for a postponement 
until 12 February and that the case be heard before a special jury. Coaker’s 
lawyer, Morine, objected to the postponement because a witness for the de-
fence was on the Florizel and would not be present. Furlong responded that the 
Florizel was expected in port on 7 February and hence the case could be held 
on the 12th subject to the arrival of the witness.91 In the 13 February issue of 
his newspaper, Coaker announced the decision of the Liverpool firm on Kean 
not going to the ice for the 1915 season and “this ends the matter so far as the 
F.P.u. is concerned,” the newspaper informed its readers, as “the people’s will 
has prevailed and punishment sufficient to satisfy the Country has been ad-
ministered. Therefore we trust the Country will never again be called upon to 
discuss a serious sealing disaster.” The newspaper regretted that “we are not 
privileged to-day to thank the firm’s principals here for the grateful action per-
formed by the principals at Liverpool. For Mr. Munn we have always cherished 
the best of feelings and we regret that he lacked the foresight and initiative to 
acceed [sic] to the F.P.u.’s request when first intimated and thus have prevented 
such unpleasantness.”92 
however, on 14 February Coaker received another cable from the Bowring 
head office in Liverpool stating that its decision had been made without 
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knowledge of the previous arrangements made by local directors, who would 
have final say in the matter. Coaker was furious at this apparent duplicity by 
Bowrings at both ends of the Atlantic ocean. his 15 February cable to Liver-
pool informed the managing directors that the “country will look upon last 
cable as act of deception. . . . only solution withdraw Florizel otherwise matter 
will cause strike and probably riot. Reply to-day, otherwise will initiate agita-
tion paper immediately.” An immediate cable from Bowrings to Coaker that 
same day stated: “decline interfere decision St. John’s directors.” After receiving 
this cable, he immediately wrote Munn asking him to confirm that the Liver-
pool directors had decided to withdraw Kean from the 1915 sealing voyage and 
if so, then, he would not “expose this matter or call upon the fishermen to treat 
this act of treachery and decit [sic] as it deserves.” otherwise, “an agitation such 
as this Colony never experienced, in the interests of the fishermen and to pro-
tect their lives, will be immediately initiated and there will be no let up by us 
until this act of deception receives its just desserts.” If it were true, Coaker 
wrote, that the St. John’s directors threatened to resign their positions if the 
Liverpool firm overruled them, then “heaven protect our poor unfortunate 
country.” Munn never replied to Coaker, but in a conversation with the union 
solicitor, Morine, he intimated that Kean was going in the Florizel as master.93 
on 24 February Coaker addressed the Conception Bay district Council at 
Spaniard’s Bay,94 where FPu delegates voiced their strong support for Coaker in 
the Bowring-Kean dispute. The 27 February issue of the union newspaper was 
a special edition devoting eight pages to Bowring and Kean in the opening 
barrage of a major publicity campaign to petition the government to have Kean 
arrested for criminal negligence as contained in secret resolutions passed at the 
Spaniard’s Bay meeting. The Bowring outrage Resolution condemned Bowring 
Brothers for its “glaring act of dishonour and deception.” The Criminal Negli-
gence Resolution called upon the Crown to “arrest Captain Abram Kean on a 
charge of criminal negligence” and for the delegates to draft and sign a petition 
to the Governor-in-Council asking for Kean’s arrest and for copies of the peti-
tion to be circulated throughout Newfoundland for signatures, which would be 
handed over to the proper authorities if necessary.95 over the following days the 
FPu’s daily, the Mail and Advocate, published resolutions from various local 
councils condemning Kean and calling for his arrest. 
Momentum for the agitation gained further strength with the press publi-
cation on 5 March of the report of the Sealing Commission and the arrival of 
sealers in St. John’s to join ships for the spring fishery. The report from the 
three judges had majority and minority findings, with the three judges having 
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examined most of the witnesses who had appeared before the Knight inquiry, 
including Captains Abram and Westbury Kean. Judges horwood and emerson 
found that “there can be no question that a grave error of judgment was com-
pleted by the captain of the Stephano in advising their going on to kill seals at 
the time and in the circumstances without arranging with them that the Steph-
ano would return to enable them to board her before night.” They wrote that 
the “protection of human life is the paramount consideration, alongside of 
which all other considerations fade into insignificance.” Justice Johnson dif-
fered; he was “equally satisfied that that crew’s failure was in no degree attrib-
utable to any mistake” to Abram Kean, and “I find that, so far from being guilty 
of any omission whatever, the Stephano’s captain went beyond what was in-
cumbent on him and displayed commendable care for the safety of these men 
for whom he was in no way responsible. . . . Captain Kean had sufficient reason 
to conclude that they had reached their ship.” Kean’s “clear record of twenty-
eight years as a sealing master rebuts conclusion that he here failed in any duty. 
he is no more to blame than is the captain of the Southern Cross because 
weather indications were deceptive. It is easy to prophesy after the event.” Both 
sealing disasters were the “Act of God, and in the circumstances inevitable.”96
Coaker had written Munn on 2 March (some of the Commission’s find-
ings had appeared prior to the report’s formal release) asking him to confirm 
his commitment from a previous conversation that Kean would not be allowed 
to be a master of any Bowring vessel if the Commission found Kean to blame 
for the sealing disaster. Munn replied that same day denying having made any 
such statement, emphasizing that he had said he thought Kean was “innocent 
until proven guilty,” and stated that no proof “in the smallest degree has been 
suggested or even suggested by the Commissioners,” although he had not seen 
the findings of the Commission. It was Munn’s understanding that “two of the 
Commissioners hold that Captain Kean committed an error of judgment, and 
the other Commissioner holds him entirely blameless. If this is so the findings 
of the Commission cannot be said to be holding that Captain Kean committed 
any offence or crime, and consequently there can be no question of guilt.” 
Coaker immediately asserted that Munn did say what Coaker claimed he did, 
both in his presence and in a telephone conversation, namely, that if the 
Commission found anything against Kean, then Kean would be withdrawn as 
a master of a sealing vessel. Moreover, there was no mention of the phrase 
“innocent until proven guilty.”97
emphasizing that an unbiased Commission had found Kean guilty of “a 
grave error of judgement,” Coaker asked Morris for an immediate response for 
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the hundreds of sealers who were arriving in the city. The Prime Minister 
replied by noting that the government would propose sealing legislation at the 
forthcoming session of the legislature, based on the recommendations of the 
majority report of the Commission, to provide for the safety of the sealing 
crews. As for the various petitions the union had been presenting to the Crown 
through the Governor, Morris informed Coaker that the Governor had given 
them to the Colonial Secretary, who in turn would forward them to the Minis-
ter of Justice, and “you may rest assured that full consideration will be given the 
matter by the Law officers of the Crown.”
unimpressed, Coaker wrote Morris that same day: “I asked you a plain 
question and I demand of you a plain answer.” he told Advocate readers that 
Morris’s reply was “not worthy . . . of the serious crisis now confronting the 
Colony over this matter. . . . It is the right of the sealers coming into this City 
that you should now speak honestly.” undaunted, Morris replied to Coaker, 
pointing out that the Commission with regard to Kean did not “call for any 
action, nor afford ground for any intervention by the Government.” As for the 
petitions, they were being considered by the department of Justice and the 
Attorney General was forwarding to the Colonial Secretary that day, 5 March, 
a report that Morris would give to Coaker.98 The government view was that 
Coaker would not follow through with his threat; as Governor davidson noted 
in his diary on 8 March, Colonial Secretary Bennett told him that the riot 
promised by Coaker will come to nothing and that the government would 
probably take no action against Kean. The following day, 9 March, davidson 
spoke with John Crosbie, a long-time political foe of the FPu, who told him 
that Kean was the best possible sealing master and no man has ever refused to 
go to sea with him. Indeed, if Bowrings had failed to stand up for Kean, then he, 
Crosbie, would have done so himself. Although he recently had sold his steamer, 
the Sagona, to the Reid Newfoundland Company, he had put a clause in the sale 
that permitted him to use it for the seal fishery and it was his intention to have 
Kean captain the Sagona if Bowrings refused to allow Kean to command a ship 
at the ice.99 other than Bowrings, the other owners of steel steamers had sold 
their ships to Russia, which needed them for ice-breaking purposes, thus greatly 
reducing the number of steel steamers available for the fishery.
The union held a meeting for its sealers on 4 March and the 500 present 
passed resolutions condemning Bowring Brothers for their attitude towards the 
union, called on the government to arrest Kean, and decided that sealers should 
reject the price of $3.75 offered by seal buyers, down from the previous year’s 
price of $4.75, a cut made without consulting the sealers. A resolution stated 
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that sealers would reject the new price and offered an alternative proposal that 
the price be submitted to a board of arbitration consisting of one member 
appointed by the union, the second appointed by the buyers, and the third to be 
chosen by the other two members.100 In its editorial for 6 March, an emboldened 
Mail and Advocate warned that “Kean must stay on shore, or this country will be 
hurled into a revolution before another six weeks passes,”101 while Coaker 
praised the majority report for its clarity, which reflected the “great legal ability 
of those gentlemen,” and proclaimed that the “tenor of their findings read guilty 
Capt. Kean in almost every paragraph.” As for Judge Johnson, he wrote, “we 
don’t consider his report requires much attention at our hands.” 
The FPu held another sealers’ meeting on the evening of 10 March with 
Coaker in the chair. he expressed the Fishermen’s union trading Company’s 
determination to purchase the sealers’ share of seals at $4.50 per hundred-
weight, unless the buyers agreed to meet that price before the ships sailed on 
Saturday.102 Coaker had secured the services of Walter Baine Grieve of Baine 
Johnston & Co. and Murray & Crawford to manufacture seals purchased by 
the trading Company. A Thursday night meeting (on 11 March) featured a 
demonstration involving a parade of 800 sealers, half of whom were union 
members, through the commercial heart of the city. Coaker addressed the 
audience, telling them that to date over 6,000 names had been obtained to the 
petitions demanding Kean’s arrest. he told the sealers that they should demand 
the price of $4.50 from the seal buyers before they sail. If that price were not 
forthcoming, then they should make a deal with the trading Company for 
their seals before they sail. Concerned over possible violence when Kean would 
board his ship to leave for the ice, Coaker now told sealers that they must do 
nothing unlawful and insisted that Kean must be punished under the laws of the 
country and not at the hands of the sealers themselves. The FPu newspaper 
wrote that “had Mr. Coaker said do as you like, there would have been a riot 
in St. John’s on Saturday morning. The feeling of the sealers was most bitter and 
dozens of men, said Mr. Coaker, came to me to-day and pleaded for action to 
take Kean ashore from the Florizel. I have said the sealers would not interfere, 
said Mr. Coaker, and I must keep my word.”103 
on Saturday morning (13 March) at 8:30 a.m. the Commodore of the 
Fleet in the Florizel led a fleet of steel sealing steamers through the Narrows as 
“ringing cheers were given by thousands who had assembled along the water-
front, and volleys of musketry resounded from the battery.”104 In this battle, 
Kean won the fight to command once more at the seal fishery. The FPu had 
allowed Kean to leave as master of the Florizel, Coaker said, because there were 
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only about 500 union sealers in port and the “Government had 400 volunteers 
trained, ready for use.105 They had their machine guns. had we moved against 
Kean, the Riot Act would have been read, and if our men moved after, the 
troops would move, and if that did not succeed, the guns would be used.” had 
a strike ensued, he and other FPu leaders would have been arrested and “if 
guilty, would have lost our seats in the house, thus killing the union Party, the 
F.P.u. and the trading Company. . . . We forced the buyers to give $4.50 for 
seals instead of $3.75. That gave us the victory over our enemies and opened 
the eyes of Non-union men.”106
In the midst of the FPu’s campaign against Kean, the Coaker-Kean libel 
case was heard before Chief Justice horwood and a special jury on 11 March. 
The case concerned the accusation of theft whereby Kean was alleged, in 1892, 
to have taken a barrel of flour from the sealing steamer Wolf, of which he was 
the master, for his personal use at home. Morine called no witnesses but 
“pleaded with regard to the statement that it was intended for a joke and was 
not calculated to injure the plaintiff in any way.” The jury found in favour of 
Kean with $500 in damages.107 In a circular letter to local councils, Coaker 
blamed his loss in court on a biased jury and claimed that the “Judge was 
strongly against us. The Jury were friends of Kean’s, except two. I did not know 
one of the men.” he also explained that “Kean offered to take an apology if I 
promised to give up the disaster matter against him and say no more about it. 
I refused. he thought he would get $3,000. he sued for $10,000. he got $500, 
but the end is not yet.”108 
At a session of the legislature later in 1915, Prime Minister Morris observed 
that there was now a general consensus that the sealers’ safety was critical and, 
with the two disasters in 1914 still fresh in the public mind, especially the 
Newfoundland disaster, he said that “I don’t know that it will serve any good 
purpose at this date to make any further enquiry as to the causes which brought 
about this deplorable result.” The report of the judges, both majority and min-
ority opinions, were without bias, Morris asserted, and their recommendations 
were worthy of legal consideration despite Coaker’s continuing demands that 
Kean be legally prosecuted for his actions. Coaker continued to condemn 
Kean, declaring that “on the evening of the blizzard Captain Kean must have 
been insane, for had he possessed his ordinary faculties, he could not have 
arrived at the conclusion that these men were absolutely safe on board 
their ship.” Coaker said he had no “personal enmity against Captain Kean.” 
Rather:
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My opposition to him is based solely upon the fact that he was chiefly 
to blame for the loss of these men, and that being so, that he should 
be punished in order to impress upon all sealing masters the necessity 
of taking every safeguard and doing all in their power, under similar 
circumstances, to protect the lives of the men under their care.
Kean’s failure at the ice in the 1915 fishery showed to the “ordinary man” that 
what the FPu “does not succeed in accomplishing is accomplished for us by 
Providence.”109
Resolution of another Kean libel case, one arising from the sealing disas-
ters, had also slowly wound itself through the legal process, partly because 
Morris had been trying to reach a compromise between Coaker and Kean on 
the matter.110 This one — heard before Justice Johnson and for $10,000 in libel 
damages — involved Coaker’s claim that Abram Kean had falsely sworn before 
the Commission of enquiry that he did not receive a wireless telegraph message 
from his son, Joseph, master of the Florizel. The jury found on 13 october 1915 
for Kean with an award of $1,800. Kean reacted by sending telegrams to his 
friends in the outports announcing his victory over Coaker. however, Coaker 
appealed. Justices horwood and emerson ruled that Johnson had erred by cor-
recting a statement at trial by Morine, counsel for Coaker, based on Johnson’s 
own knowledge of the matter when sitting as a member of the Commission of 
enquiry. As a result, on 5 November 1915 the two judges set aside the jury’s 
decision and granted a new trial. Chief Justice horwood and Justice Johnson 
presided over the new case and a new jury awarded Kean $100 for libel dam-
ages, a reduction that Coaker considered a victory.111 however, the decision 
highlighted for Coaker the difficulty of outport fishermen getting justice in 
St. John’s and reinforced his decision to move the headquarters of the FPu and 
its commercial companies from St. John’s to somewhere along the northeast 
coast of Newfoundland, which the FPu would begin to do in 1916 at Catalina.112 
Coaker remained convinced that Kean and, more broadly, the established 
order that Kean represented were responsible for the deaths on the ice. despite 
not being able to prevent Kean from returning to sea, it was through his strug-
gle with Kean that Coaker advanced the cause of the FPu and over the next 
few years greatly increased its political and commercial power.113 When a gen-
eral election was called in 1919, Coaker’s union Party joined forces with the 
Liberals led by Richard Squires and together they swept to power. Kean ran in 
the election in 1919, but thanks in no small part to Coaker’s vigorous cam-
paign against him he was defeated by a union candidate. In the new Squires 
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government Coaker served as Minister of Marine and Fisheries, with a man-
date to reform the fisheries the way the FPu long had wanted.
Because of Coaker’s 1914-15 outrage, the legacy has remained that Kean 
was responsible for the Newfoundland disaster. Kean, in his 1935 memoir, 
remained defiant in defence of his innocence: “that part of my history which 
took place in 1914 and the succeeding years is one which I would willingly 
forget, but painful recollection must be sacrificed on the altar of truth. Through 
no fault of my own I was subjected to the most bitter attack launched on any 
man in this or any other country.”114 Indeed, historian Shannon Ryan observes 
that even after the disaster “many sealers wanted to serve under Kean’s com-
mand because they respected him as a successful captain.” Kean continued to 
play a prominent role in the public life of Newfoundland as a sealing captain, 
businessman, politician (from 1927 to 1934 he served as a member of the 
appointed Legislative Council), president of the Newfoundland Board of trade 
in 1928, and as a general commentator in the press on fishery and other public 
matters. his reputation at the time and afterwards has suffered from his asso-
ciation with the 1914 Newfoundland disaster.115 Yet, his great self-confidence in 
his seafaring abilities left Kean with no self-doubt that he had done wrong. For 
his part Kean continued to command sealing vessels, and in 1934 was widely 
celebrated for having brought in his millionth seal.
CoNCLuSIoN
This paper has situated the public controversy between William Coaker and 
Abram Kean over the two sealing disasters in 1914 within the broader context 
of Coaker’s efforts to grow and consolidate the power of the FPu in the face of 
overwhelming opposition from the business community. There was already 
considerable acrimony between the two men before the disasters: they repre-
sented competing interests for control and for reform of the seal fishery and the 
Newfoundland economy in general. Behind Kean’s early opposition to the 
nascent fishermen’s union were the beginnings of a reactionary response from 
the business community to the threat posed by the rapid growth of the FPu, but 
he failed, as did the business community, to undermine Coaker’s standing 
among fishermen and sealers. From 1912, the annual union Sealers’ Meetings 
in St. John’s clearly demonstrated to the business community and St. John’s that 
the political and economic power of the FPu was real, and the success of the 
union Party in the 1913 general election showed that fishermen wanted change 
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in how they were governed. or, as “Newfoundlander” wrote in an article in the 
American periodical the Review of Reviews at the time, Newfoundland was 
now in a “revolt by the common people against conditions under which they 
asserted were most unjust and unfair.”116 The FPu survived Kean’s and other 
onslaughts to become a significant player in the political and commercial life of 
Newfoundland. one St. John’s businessman in 1915 confided to a Canadian 
lawyer that the growth of the FPu and its business operations had “astonished 
everybody” and that Coaker, by selling goods at cost, at first had made it so that 
“every merchant was down on him and would boycott anyone who sold [to] him. 
however, the position has changed and today there is not a firm in St. John’s not 
after his trade, and will give him any terms asked for.”117
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